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• MCPTT, MCVideo, MCData
• Emergency Alerts
• Outdoor & Indoor Geolocation
• Mission Process Management
and more

Turn your
smartphone

into the ultimate
new generation
mission-critical
communication

solution

Interoperability with TETRA, 
Tetrapol, P25

Next generation 3GPP compliance

Compatible with ruggedized
smartphones, tablets (Android), 

and certified ATEX handsets

Maximizes the value of any network
(public / private 4G LTE, Wi-Fi

or Mesh)

A real time, flexible and secure 
all-in-one mission-critical solution 

designed and built with
the necessary robustness to adapt

to the harshest environments
and meet mission-critical

operational challenges.



Oil & Energy
Emergency evacuation notice

A critical-type warning message 
(CRITICAL: Life in Danger) is sent 
in order to deploy the action plan 
established for emergency 
evacuation.

Public Safety
Coordinate joint actions

Team members can communicate  
by regular PTT channels (created 
by admin) or they can create 
ad-hoc PTT groups on the go, to 
communicate with specific 
members of various units. Military

Seamless transition from public
networks to a tactical bubble

The team can use public networks 
3G/4G/5G with QoS priority with a 
seamless transition to the Private 
LTE, resulting in no loss in service 
during emergency situations.

Mining
Real-time emergency communication channels
Workers have reported an explosion in the mine via Push-to-Talk 
(PTT). It is known that a man is injured because a man-down alert 
was received. The application auto-answers the man-down VoIP call 
and the emergency team can listen the surroundings and keep 
communication with the miner in distress right up until the rescue.

Emergency
Services

Incident live video streaming
The emergency team initiates a live video transmission 
with the dispatcher to register a critical accident. 
The dispatcher assesses the situation and quickly 
decides whether or not to send an air ambulance to 
evacuate the injured patients. The helicopter knows 
exactly where the accident took place, thanks to the 
geolocation services.



Making tactical decisions based
on real-time information

Team on mission has always taken data security seriously – from high-quality 
military-grade encryption through to high-quality double-authentication standards.

Maintenance team scan NFC tags 
to patrol the nuclear power plant 
facilities periodically, to identify 

real and potential equipment 
problems or conditions that could 

affect operations.

Communication between the HQ 
and the engineers on the oil rig is 

possible through an LTE 
autonomous mobile network for 

remote places. The control 
center receives and monitors 
pictures sent by the drones.

Dispatcher can track and monitor 

all emergency units in real-time. 

He can write a specific address 

to see from the map which is the 

closest  to the emergency area.

• Fully secured PTT application/PTT server connection via TLS: SIPS, HTTPS, cryptographic suite: TLS 1.2, 
cipher up to AES-256 and hash up to SHA-512
• Secure voice communication using SRTP
• Optionally, specific encryption modules can be integrated
• Dispatcher can wipe-out data remotely in case of mobile loss or employee resignation
• Block or remove user access to service
• Focus on securing sensitive information includes the storing of application logs remotely using syslog
and the encryption of all stored passwords 
• All communication made with external systems such as map servers or narrow band PTT gateways are 
encrypted


